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Previous research has implicated regions of anterior insula/frontal operculum in processing conspecific facial expressions of
disgust. It has been suggested however that there are a variety of disgust facial expression components which relate to the
disgust-eliciting stimulus. The nose wrinkle is predominantly associated with irritating or offensive smells, the mouth gape and
tongue extrusion with distaste and oral irritation, while a broader range of disgust elicitors including aversive interpersonal
contacts and certain moral offenses are associated primarily with the upper lip curl. Using functional magnetic resonance
imaging, we show that activity in the anterior insula/frontal operculum is seen only in response to canonical disgust faces,
exhibiting the nose wrinkle and upper lip curl, and not in response to distaste facial expressions, exhibiting a mouth gape and
tongue protrusion. Canonical disgust expressions also result in activity in brain regions linked to social cognition more broadly,
including dorsal medial prefrontal cortex, posterior cingulate cortex, temporo-parietal junction and superior temporal sulcus.
We interpret these differences in relation to the relative functional and communicative roles of the different disgust expressions
and suggest a significant role for appraisal processes in the insula activation to facial expressions of disgust.
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INTRODUCTION
Facial expressions have been at the centre of the study of

emotions since Ekman and Friesen (1971) and Izard (1971)

noted a strong cross-cultural agreement in the facial signals

of certain emotions. In recent years, affective neuroscience

research has identified brain systems that play a dispro-

portionate role in coding specific facial expressions of

emotion. Disgust is one emotion that has been studied in

this context. Functional imaging studies have reported

consistent involvement of the insula and adjacent frontal

opercula in response to viewing facial expressions of disgust

(Phillips et al., 1997; Sprengelmeyer et al., 1998; Anderson

et al., 2003; Wicker et al., 2003; Schroeder et al., 2004;

Sambataro et al., 2006; Jabbi et al., 2007; Thielscher

and Pessoa, 2007; van der Gaag et al., 2007). Similarly, intra-

cerebral recording in the human insula has shown a selective

response to expressions of disgust but not other emotions

(Krolak-Salmon et al., 2003). Further evidence for the

disproportionate role of the insula in disgust processing

has come from lesion studies and patients with neuro-

degenerative disorders. Calder et al. (2000) reported a

patient with damage to the left insula and basal ganglia

who displayed a selective impairment in the recognition of

facial and vocal signals of disgust (see also Adolphs et al.,

2003). More recently, a study of asymptomatic Huntington’s

disease gene-mutation carriers demonstrated a significant

positive correlation between insula volume and the recogni-

tion of disgust facial expressions (Kipps et al., 2007).

There are three principal facial movements associated with

the disgust expression: the mouth gape, with or without

tongue extrusion, the nose wrinkle and the upper lip curl

(Darwin, 1872/1965; Izard, 1971; Ekman and Friesen, 1975),

and Rozin and colleagues (1994) suggest that these map onto

eliciting situations in an orderly way, both functionally and

in terms of communication (see also Smith and Scott, 1997).

According to Darwin (1872/1965) and Rozin et al. (2000),

disgust has its origins in the more basic distaste/oral

rejection response that is likely to have evolved as a defensive

mechanism against the ingestion of potentially harmful

substances. The combination of mouth gape and tongue

protrusion constitutes the basic facial distaste reaction to

unpleasant tastes or oral irritation intended to expel contents

from the mouth, homologues of which are displayed

throughout mammalian species (Steiner et al., 2001).

In contrast, the nose wrinkle is associated primarily with

bad smells, while the upper lip curl is most often seen to

communicate the presence of expanded disgust elicitors,
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such as interpersonal disgust, related to contact with

undesirable persons and violations of moral ‘purity’ (Rozin

et al., 1994).

To date, research investigating the neural response to

disgust facial expressions has used expressions displaying a

nose wrinkle and upper lip curl, what we will term ‘canonical

disgust’ expressions. This is perhaps largely because the most

widely used stimulus set of facial expressions (Ekman

and Friesen’s 1976 Pictures of Facial Affect series) contains

examples of the canonical disgust but not the distaste

(mouth gape, tongue extrusion) expression. Given that the

distaste expression conveys information about an unpleasant

stimulus in the mouth of the expresser (e.g. oral irritation,

bad taste) whereas the canonical disgust expression primarily

conveys a disgust reaction to a stimulus in the surrounding

environment (e.g. bad smell, offensive behaviour), we were

interested in determining whether the processing of these

disgust expressions which convey different information is

also mirrored by distinct neural correlates. We addressed

this in the context of a functional magnetic resonance

imaging (fMRI) study, by contrasting the neural response

to the viewing of facial expressions of distaste and canonical

disgust.

A popular account of emotion theory posits that the

recognition of emotion from another’s facial expression is

achieved by simulating the seen emotion in brain regions

that subserve one’s own experience of the emotion (Gallese

et al., 2004). Indeed, previous research has implicated the

insula/frontal operculum in both the experience of disgust

and processing other agents’ expressions of disgust

(Calder et al., 2000; Wicker et al., 2003; Jabbi et al., 2007).

Since unpleasant tastes (Zald et al., 2002; Small et al., 2005;

Jabbi et al., 2007) and even direct stimulation of the tongue

(Barry et al., 2001) produce insula activation, simulation

theories predict that, like canonical disgust expressions,

distaste expressions should also engage the insula.

However, since distaste expressions are less intimately

linked to social and moral cognition than canonical disgust

expressions which convey information of greater inter-

personal significance, we anticipated that distaste would be

less likely to engage brain regions linked to social cognitive

processes more generally.

METHODS
Participants
Twenty-seven right-handed volunteers (14 females, mean

age¼ 27� 8 years) with normal or corrected-to-normal

vision and no known neurological or psychiatric history

participated in the study for payment. The study was

approved by the NHS Local Research Ethics Committee

for Cambridge and participants gave their informed and

written consent prior to taking part. Participants were paid

for taking part in the study.

Stimuli and design
Participants performed a gender discrimination task while

viewing pictures of faces in the scanner. Reaction times and

accuracy were recorded via button press. Three types of facial

expressions were presented: ‘distaste’ (expressed as mouth

gape and tongue protrusion plus nose wrinkle), ‘canonical

disgust’ (expressed by curling the upper lip and wrinkling

the nose), and neutral faces (Figure 1). Blocks of fixation

were also included as a baseline. Faces were obtained from

the NimStim face stimulus set (Tottenham et al., in

press) and supplemented by a selection from our own

facial expression database.

All faces were rated on a Likert scale from one to seven by

10 individuals who were not part of the fMRI study.

Participants were asked to indicate the degree to which

each facial expression was angry, disgusted, sad, pleasant

and arousing. A subset of 16 identities with the highest

disgust ratings were chosen (half of which were female).

Mean ratings for these identities’ facial expressions are

shown in Table 1. Wilcoxon’s signed rank tests showed

that facial expressions of distaste and canonical disgust

were rated as being significantly more disgusted than neutral

facial expressions (P < 0.001), as well as being significantly

more arousing (P < 0.001) and significantly less pleasant

than neutral facial expressions (P < 0.001). Critically, distaste

and canonical disgust facial expressions did not differ

significantly on any of the ratings (all P > 0.1); hence, any

differences we observe between the two types of disgust

Fig. 1 Distaste, canonical disgust and neutral facial expressions.

Table 1 Mean ratings of facial expressions

Facial expressions Anger Disgust Sadness Arousal Pleasantness Taste Smell Behaviour

Canonical Disgust 3.18� 0.44 5.20� 0.48 2.85� 0.76 4.94� 0.41 2.34� 0.44 4.38� 0.54 5.90� 0.46 4.41� 0.55
Distaste 3.13� 0.43 5.47� 0.53 2.55� 0.77 5.22� 0.69 2.13� 0.31 5.58� 0.54 3.98� 0.46 3.43� 0.49
Neutral 1.59� 0.43 1.22� 0.19 1.88� 0.76 4.04� 0.43 4.69� 0.43 1.03� 0.05 1.08� 0.11 1.72� 0.51
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expressions cannot be attributed to differences in the inten-

sity of disgust or related negative emotions, or differences in

their arousal and valence. A separate group of 10 participants

were also asked to rate the distaste and canonical disgust

expressions according to the degree to which each expression

was likely to signal a response to an unpleasant taste,

an unpleasant smell, or a response to another person’s

behaviour (all were rated on a Likert scale from one to

seven as above, with one being the least likely and seven

being the most likely). Distaste facial expressions were

rated as significantly more likely to express a response

to an unpleasant taste than canonical disgust and neutral

expressions (P < 0.001). Conversely, canonical disgust

expressions were rated as significantly more likely than

distaste or neutral expressions to express a response to a

bad smell or to another person’s behaviour (P < 0.001) (see

Table 1 for list of ratings).

Each facial expression category comprised 16 images

(half female). The same identities were used in all categories.

Stimuli were presented in blocks of 17.6 s. Each block

comprised four images from the same category (distaste,

canonical disgust, neutral) with each image presented for

4000 ms followed by a 400 ms interstimulus interval. Eight

blocks of each type were presented in one of two pseudoran-

dom orders. Eight blocks of fixation were also included

resulting in a total acquisition time of �9 min.

Imaging and statistical analysis
Participants underwent whole-brain T2*-weighted echo-

planar imaging (EPI) scanning on a 3T Medspec scanner

(Bruker, Ettlingen, Germany) with a head coil gradient set.

Twenty-one interleaved 4-mm thick slices were acquired in

the transverse oblique plane, angled to avoid the eyeballs

(1 mm interslice gap; TR¼ 1100 ms; TE¼ 30 ms; 658 flip

angle; 24� 24 cm FOV; 64� 64 matrix; 144-kHz voxel band-

width). The first 14 volumes were dummy scans and were

discarded to allow for equilibration effects.

Data were analysed using SPM2 software (Wellcome

Trust Centre for NeuroImaging, London, UK). EPI images

were corrected for slice timing and head movement, and

undistorted based on field strength derived from a phase

map (Cusack et al., 2003). Three participants had sudden

head movements of greater than 2 mm between successive

acquisition volumes and these volumes were removed

from subsequent analyses. EPI and structural images were

co-registered and normalised to a standard template

(SPM2’s MNI 152avg 2� 2� 2 mm template) and smoothed

with a Gaussian kernel of 10 mm full-width half-maximum.

Condition effects were estimated using boxcar regressors

convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function

in a general linear model. Spatial realignment parameters

were included as regressors in the model to account

for any residual movement-related variance. Data were

high-pass filtered at 128 s to remove low-frequency signal

drift, and low-pass filtered with the canonical hemodynamic

response function. Statistical parametric maps were gener-

ated for each individual by estimating activation contrasts

between conditions (i.e. canonical disgust vs neutral,

canonical disgust vs distaste and distaste vs neutral). Data

were analysed at the group level by conducting a random-

effects analysis and thresholded at P < 0.001, uncorrected for

multiple comparisons, in the first instance. Activations sur-

viving False Discovery Rate (FDR) (Genovese et al., 2002)

correction for multiple comparisons are also indicated.

A minimum cluster extent threshold of 10 voxels was used.

Based on previous functional imaging studies of disgust

processing, an a priori region-of-interest (ROI) was defined

as the anterior insula in both hemispheres. For these ROIs,

a small-volume-correction (SVC) was applied using a sphere

of 15 mm diameter, centred on activation cluster maxima

determined by Phillips et al.’s (1997) functional imaging

study of disgust faces. The Phillips et al. (1997) Talairach

coordinates were converted into MNI coordinate space using

the tal2mni conversion tool (M. Brett, http://imaging.

mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/imaging/MniTalairach). All coordinates

here are listed in MNI coordinate space.

RESULTS
For the contrast canonical disgust faces compared with

neutral faces, increased activation was found in the a priori

left and right anterior insula ROIs. This activation was part

of a larger cluster of activation extending into the frontal

operculum in the left hemisphere. In addition, there was

significantly increased activation in dorsal medial prefrontal

cortex (mPFC), right superior temporal sulcus (STS), left

and right intraparietal sulcus (IPS), posterior cingulate

cortex (PCC), visual cortex, thalamus, globus pallidus and

fusiform gyrus, all P < 0.05 FDR (Figure 2 and Table 2).

Fig. 2 Regions of significant activation for the contrast canonical disgust vs neutral facial expressions at x¼ –42 (A), y¼ 18 (B) and z¼ –3 (C). Activations are thresholded
at P < 0.003, uncorrected, for visualisation.
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Canonical disgust facial expressions therefore engaged a

network of brain regions implicated in facial expression

perception more generally (Haxby et al., 2000) and in

mental state attribution or theory-of-mind (ToM) (Frith

and Frith, 1999; Saxe, 2006).

In contrast, the group-level one-sample t-test for the

contrast distaste vs neutral faces revealed very little signifi-

cant response and there was no activation within the insula

even at reduced thresholds (P < 0.01, uncorrected). In fact,

clusters of increased activation for viewing of distaste faces

were found only in the occipital lobes in left and right visual

cortex (P < 0.05 FDR correction). At a lower threshold

of P < 0.001 uncorrected, left fusiform gyrus and right

occipito-temporal junction were also activated. A full list

of cluster coordinates and Z scores is given in Table 2.

An analysis of the response to canonical disgust facial

expressions directly compared with distaste facial expres-

sions again revealed significant activation in the a priori

right insula ROI. This activation formed a sub-cluster

within a larger cluster extending into frontal operculum.

Increased activity was also found bilaterally in the posterior

STS, dorsal mPFC, PCC and temporo-parietal junction

(TPJ) (Figure 3). The activation of these regions for the

contrast canonical disgust compared with distaste facial

expressions is consistent with the proposal that a key

difference between these two forms of disgust expression is

the greater interpersonal nature of the canonical disgust

expressions. A full list of clusters and their significance

levels for the contrast canonical disgust compared with

distaste expressions is listed in Table 2.

Table 2 Brain regions exhibiting significantly increased activation to disgust facial expressions

Brain region Hemisphere MNI coordinates Size Z-score

x y z

Canonical Disgust > Neutral
Occipital gyrus L �21 �93 9 871 5.13
Occipital gyrus R 30 �87 9 372 4.99

STS R 54 �33 3 � 3.60
Posterior cingulate cortex L �6 �39 21 59 4.30
Fusiform gyrus R 24 �48 �27 102 4.01
Intraparietal sulcus L �45 �39 45 317 3.99
Intraparietal sulcus R 39 �30 45 137 3.95
Frontal Operculum L �57 15 9 345 3.98

Insula L �45 15 21 48 3.72*
Frontal Operculum R 42 33 �3 10 3.35*
Thalamus L �15 �27 9 68 3.55
Thalamus R 15 �21 12 72 3.64

Globus pallidus R 21 �12 0 � 3.26
Posterior midcingulate cortex L �6 �24 51 19 3.50
mPFC R 6 27 36 33 3.38
Anterior orbitofrontal cortex R 33 54 �12 18 3.31

Distaste > Neutral
Occipital gyrus L �21 �93 9 219 5.02
Occipital gyrus R 30 �84 12 107 4.97
Occipitotemporal jcn R 51 �72 �6 41 3.50y
Fusiform gyrus L �24 �69 �12 22 3.42y

Canonical Disgust > Distaste
Frontal operculum R 48 36 �6 64 4.43

Insula R 42 33 �3 18 3.74*
STS L �54 �9 �12 149 3.90
STS R 57 �24 �3 341 4.28
Thalamus L �21 �27 15 44 4.06
Thalamus R 18 �24 12 384 3.94

Caudate/putamen/globus pallidus R 21 15 6 3.62
mPFC L �3 45 30 230 4.01
Inferior frontal gyrus R 57 21 21 60 3.86
Temporo-parietal junction L �48 �45 24 83 3.80
Middle frontal gyrus L �33 57 �3 22 3.56
Visual cortex L �15 �81 18 16 3.53
Putamen/caudate L �18 9 12 40 3.52
Posterior cingulate cortex L �9 �15 39 27 3.52
Orbitofrontal cortex R 15 60 �9 34 3.46

*P < 0.05 SVC; yP < 0.001 uncorrected; all other clusters are P < 0.05 FDR corrected.
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No significant activation was found when the viewing

of distaste facial expressions was contrasted with canonical

disgust even at a reduced threshold (P < 0.01, uncorrected).

In addition, all results remained significant after factoring

out sex differences by including gender as a nuisance

covariate.

DISCUSSION
We present the first comparison of the neural mechanisms

involved in processing facial expressions of canonical

disgust, comprising a nose wrinkle and upper lip curl, and

the more basic distaste face, consisting of mouth gape,

tongue protrusion and nose wrinkle. Relative to neutral or

distaste expressions, canonical disgust facial expressions

engaged the anterior insula and frontal operculum, together

with a network of key regions involved in mental state

attribution�the mPFC, PCC, TPJ and STS. In contrast,

activation to distaste relative to neutral expressions was

restricted to striate and extrastriate regions, and a com-

parison of distaste and canonical disgust produced no

significant activation, even at reduced statistical threshold

(P < 0.01, uncorrected). Thus, the insula’s involvement in

processing static facial expressions of disgust may be

particular to canonical disgust expressions involving the

nose wrinkle and upper lip curl.

The involvement of insula and frontal operculum in dis-

gust processing has been well documented in previous

research. Functional MRI studies have shown that these

regions are activated when viewing facial expressions of dis-

gust, pictures of disgusting food or exposure to disgusting

tastes and smells (Kinomura et al., 1994; Phillips et al., 1997;

Anderson et al., 2003; Heining et al., 2003; Wicker et al.,

2003; Sambataro et al., 2006; Schroeder et al., 2004; Calder

et al., 2007; Jabbi et al.; 2007; Thielscher and Pessoa, 2007).

Given this region’s involvement in coding disgusting tastes,

and indeed taste and smell more generally (Small et al.,

2005), the absence of activation to expressions of distaste

is perhaps surprising. However this result is not as

unexpected as it first appears and may be explained by the

different functional and communicative roles of canonical

disgust and distaste expressions.

Besides their different physical properties, canonical

disgust and distaste facial expressions differ in the situations

in which they are elicited and the information they convey

(Rozin et al., 1994). Rozin et al. (1994) found that viewers

take different meanings from different components of the

disgust expression. Gape and tongue extrusion, sometimes

together with nose wrinkle, communicate both oral irritation

and distaste. Since distaste expressions inform the observer

about an unpleasant taste in the mouth of the sender, the

information conveyed relates to a stimulus internal to the

expresser which is less likely to directly affect the observer,

suggesting that distaste has a greater functional than

communicative value (i.e. to expel food).

In contrast, expressions of canonical disgust consisting of

a nose wrinkle and upper lip curl serve a greater commu-

nicative role by informing the observer that the expresser

finds an external stimulus or the observer himself aversive.

While the nose wrinkle, a prominent feature of the canonical

disgust expression, is most often associated with bad smell,

the precise functional value of the upper lip curl is less clear,

and the type of offense or threat that it indicates is much

less well defined. However, Rozin et al. (1994) suggest

that the upper lip curl predominantly expresses disgust

in its expanded form, in particular communicating

the presence of elicitors that fit under elaborated disgust,

e.g. interpersonal contamination, and moral offense. Thus,

Rozin et al. (1994) suggest that because the upper lip curl

Fig. 3 Regions of significant activation for the contrast canonical disgust facial expressions vs distaste facial expressions in frontal operculum/insula and STS at x¼ 48 (A),
z¼ –6 (B), and y¼ –24 (C), in TPJ at x¼ –48 (D) and mPFC at x¼ –3 (E). Activations are thresholded at P < 0.003, uncorrected, for visualization.
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indicates an offense that is likely to be external to the body, it

may recruit more action from the observer (because the

observer is likely to encounter the elicitor) than would a

mouth gape, which informs about something in the mouth

of the sender (see also Miller, 1997).

The facial expression ratings we collected further support

the distinction between distaste and canonical disgust

expressions since distaste expressions were rated as signifi-

cantly more likely to express a reaction to a bad taste

(internal stimulus), whereas canonical disgust expressions

were rated as significantly more likely to reflect the response

to a bad smell or another person’s behaviour (external sti-

muli; Table 1). Another key difference in communicative

value of distaste expressions and expressions of canonical

disgust is that canonical disgust expressions may be directed

at another person, whereas a gape and tongue protrusion

in the context of the distaste expression is unlikely to be

directed at another person. However given the nature of

our experiment, it is impossible to disambiguate whether

the differential brain activation we observed in response to

canonical disgust and distaste expressions is primarily due to

differences in the location of the stimulus in the environ-

ment (internal vs external) or because canonical disgust

expressions may be interpreted as being directed at the

observer (‘you disgust me’).

Taken together these differences suggest that an important

distinction between distaste and canonical disgust expres-

sions is the relevance to the observer. The presence of

insula/frontal opercula activation in response to canonical

disgust expressions and the absence of its activation in

response to distaste expressions, even at reduced statistical

thresholds, may therefore have implications for simulation

theories of emotion. Such accounts propose that recognition

is achieved by simulating the seen emotional expression in

circuitry that subserves one’s own experience of the emotion

(Gallese et al., 2004). A simulation theory of emotion under-

standing would predict insula activation to both forms of

disgust expression used here. However, our results instead

suggest that the insula response may be determined, at least

in part, by the personal and interpersonal relevance or

significance of the disgust expression for the observer.

Given that this implies a significant role for appraisal, it is

of interest that similar observations have been made regard-

ing the amygdala’s response to emotional stimuli (Sander

et al., 2003, 2005; Ewbank et al., 2009).

While we have emphasised the insula’s role in response

to facial expressions of disgust, the anterior insula/frontal

operculum has not only been implicated in disgust

processing, but has been accorded a more general role in

interoceptive processing and awareness of the self (Craig,

2002). While such processes necessarily carry a high personal

relevance (e.g. awareness of one’s own heartbeat, or experi-

encing pain), it is interesting to note that viewing another’s

pain also engages the insula and is strongly influenced by the

interpersonal relationship between observer and expresser

(Singer et al., 2004, 2006). Specifically, Singer et al (2006)

showed that the insula response to observing another person

in pain was modulated by the observer’s rating of the

person’s likeability, consistent with the idea that personal

emotional significance or relevance plays an important role

in insula activation. Strikingly, individuals with congenital

insensitivity to pain show a normal insula response to the

sight of others in pain (Danziger et al., 2009), again suggest-

ing that emotion simulation cannot fully explain insula

activation.

It is important to discuss the lack of insula activation in

response to distaste expressions in light of a previous study

by Jabbi et al. (2007) that showed apparently contradictory

results. Jabbi et al. (2007) found activation in anterior insula/

frontal operculum in individuals watching video clips of

actors sipping from a glass and then expressing their pleasure

or disgust. Their results appear contradictory to our lack of

insula activation to viewing of distaste facial expressions;

however, the examples of disgust expressions they used did

not consist of mouth gape and tongue protrusion character-

istic of the distaste response, and instead comprised nose

wrinkle and upper lip curl, meaning that they are more

similar to our canonical disgust expressions. Hence, their

insula activation may have resulted as a response to the

canonical disgust expressions. Further, activity in insula/

frontal operculum to the sight of another’s disgust was

strongly correlated with both the personal distress (e.g.

‘being in a tense emotional situation scares me’) and fantasy

(e.g. ‘I get really involved with the feelings of the characters

in a novel’) scales of the Davis Interpersonal Reactivity Index

(Davis, 1980), consistent with our suggestion that relevance

to the observer is a key modulator of insular activity to

disgust.

In addition to anterior insula/frontal operculum, a large

number of other brain regions implicated in mental

state attribution were activated while viewing expressions

of canonical disgust, but not distaste. Contrasts comparing

canonical disgust with neutral faces or distaste expressions

showed a significant increase in activation in the dorsal

mPFC, TPJ, PCC and posterior STS. These regions have

been implicated in moral cognition (Moll et al., 2008) and

inferring the mental states of others (Frith and Frith, 1999;

Saxe, 2006), and can be activated in the absence of explicit

mentalising tasks when the observed behaviour of others is

highly relevant to one’s own intentions and actions (Kampe

et al., 2003; Schulte-Ruther et al., 2007). Consistent with our

findings, Benuzzi et al. (2008) found activation in these

regions during viewing of videos consisting of human

contact with disgusting animals (i.e. canonical, non-food

disgust elicitors) when participants had to imagine how

disgusting the contact would be. Similarly, Zaki et al.

(2007) found that anterior insula was functionally connected

with the mentalising network while watching others in

pain (see also Lamm et al., 2007); and Olsson and Phelps

(2007) argue that dorsal mPFC activity, together with
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emotion-related activity, is involved in social learning via

facial expression (which can occur for canonical disgust

faces with the upper lip curl (Baeyens et al., 1996)).

These findings appear consistent with the work of Rozin

et al. (1994) who found that the upper lip curl was associated

with disgust elicited in the context of interpersonal con-

tamination and moral offense�to this extent, activations

in dorsal mPFC, TPJ, PCC and STS may reflect ‘on-line’

mentalising related to the associations of the canonical

disgust face. In addition, being the target of someone else’s

disgust has great interpersonal significance for the viewer,

and the self-referential decoding of emotional expressions

is known to activate these brain regions (Schulte-Ruther

et al., 2007).

In conclusion, we have shown that differences in disgust

expressions in humans are mirrored by differences in the

underlying neural substrates involved in processing these

facial expressions, consistent with their different functional

and communicative roles. Facial expressions of canonical

disgust engaged a wide range of brain regions, including

the insula/frontal opercula and the classic social cognitive

network�medial prefrontal cortex, temporo-parietal

junction, posterior cingulate and posterior STS. In contrast,

the distaste expression did not engage these regions. We

propose that our findings can be explained by the difference

in relevance or significance of these two expressions for the

observer. While canonical disgust facial expressions contain

a strong affective social and interpersonal component,

and are likely to reflect the expresser’s attitude towards

the observer or to an external stimulus which has a higher

relevance to the observer, signals of distaste are less relevant

in an interpersonal context and relate to a stimulus internal

to the expresser. The relative importance of significance

appraisal or relevance-to-self in the activation of insular

cortex has important implications for theories of emotion

expression processing and is a key topic for future

investigations.
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